CURRICULUM CONTENT

1st Term

- Numbers 0-1. Color Red. Shape Circle. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 2. Color Yellow. Shape Triangle. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 3. Color Pink. Shape Square. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 4. Color Green. Shape Oval. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 5. Color Purple. Shape Rectangle. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 6. Color Orange. Shape Star. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 7. Color Blue. Shape Heart. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 8. Color White. Shape Diamond. (To learn the names and recognize them)
- Number 9. Color Black. (To learn the names and recognize them)

2nd Term

- Number 10. Color Brown. (To learn, using.)
- Number 11. Days of the week. Counting backwards 10-0. (To learn the names and learn how to count backwards)
- Number 12. Color Grey. (Learn and recognize in area)
- Number 13. Season. (Learn the name of 4 seasons)
- Number 14. Month. (To learn 12 months)
- Number 15. Short and long. (Meaning and comparing, recognizing in area)
- Number 16. Large, medium and small. (To find large, medium and small item in area)

3rd Term

- Number 17. Near and far. (Near and far objects)
- Number 18. High and low. (What can be high and low)
- Number 19. Before and after. (Using them in practice)
- Number 20. Preposition behind. (Practice)
- Preposition In.
- Preposition On.
- Preposition Under.
- Preposition Between.
4th Term

- Preposition Next and above.
- Addition/equals. (the meaning of addition and equals.)
- Subtraction / equals. Quick and slow. (meaning of subtraction.)
- Using ruler. Drawing shapes. (what is ruler? Functions of the ruler.)
- Centimeter. Using ruler. (How to find centimeter)
- More and less.
- Long and short. (long and short objects)
- Thin and fat. (thin and fat objects)